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Expected learning outcomes
After completing the course, the student should be able to:
l
l

l

l

l

present and discuss conditions for academic writing and publishing,
present research in writing in accordance with scientific approaches utilised in the
subject (English, French, History, Literary History Studies, Nordic Languages,
German or another relevant subject),
assess and discuss academic texts about language, literature and history as
regards scientific, linguistic and aesthetic aspects,
produce, present and discuss various types of everyday text analyses in a critical
and systematic manner,
identify needs for additional knowledge and take responsibility for a personal
development of knowledge.

Content
The course includes the elements analysis, production and publication of academic texts.
The course addresses and contrasts academic writing cultures with traditions from other
countries and subjects. It helps identify differences between various academic genres:
theses, scientific articles, popular science articles and course literature. Central elements
of the course are the structure of academic texts, their disposition and style, as well as
variations between different subject cultures.
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The course includes the elements analysis, production and publication of academic texts.
The course addresses and contrasts academic writing cultures with traditions from other
countries and subjects. It helps identify differences between various academic genres:
theses, scientific articles, popular science articles and course literature. Central elements
of the course are the structure of academic texts, their disposition and style, as well as
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The student will work with academic texts in practical analysis assignments. Students
will also produce individual texts that adhere to the norms of scientific writing within the
personal choice of subject. The course will, for this reason, include elements concerning
how to plan, structure, formulate and revise academic texts and eventually publish them.
Special emphasis is put on norms that are particular for academic texts and regard
linguistic precision, concentration and accuracy as well as lucidity and correct reference
techniques. Scientific ethics are also introduced and discussed in relation to the various
stages of the writing process. The course includes elements about utilisation of ICT tools
as well as presentation of figures, tables and images.
Conditions for publication of scientific texts will be presented and discussed following
requests and demands from writers and editors.

Type of Instruction
Teaching may be in the form of lectures, tutoring and discussion seminars. Some
elements of the course require obligatory attendance. If the course is offered as a
distance tuition course, specific forms of distribution will be implemented.

Examination
The course is assessed with the grades Fail (U), Pass (G) or Pass with Distinction
(VG).
In order to pass the course, students need to meet the expected learning outcomes.
Examination occurs through written home assignments and oral presentations. In
addition to this, students are required to read through and comment on other students'
written work.
A resit is offered within six weeks (within the framework of regular terms) and the
number of resits is limited to five (in accordance with the Higher Education Ordinance 6
chap. 21§).

Course Evaluation
When the course has finished, an evaluation is compiled. The results are reported back
to students and then archived according to the rules of the School.
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